
   Application No: 20/0920C

   Location: 104, PORTREE DRIVE, HOLMES CHAPEL, CW4 7JF

   Proposal: Construction of a timber framed shed, timber framed gazebo and decked 
area.

   Applicant: Mrs Biggs

   Expiry Date: 27-Apr-2020

REASON FOR REFERRAL 

This application has been called in by Cllr Gilbert on the following grounds - 

'This is a retrospective application for a contentious development which is unpopular with 
nearby residents who consider that it is inappropriate by reason of its scale and appearance. 
As these are essentially subjective issues, it is considered that they should be decided by a 
committee of elected Members rather than a single Planning Officer. '

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND CONTEXT

The application site is a two storey detached residential dwelling house located on a corner 
plot at the junction of Portree Drive and Arran Close within a established residential area 
within the settlement of Holmes Chapel. The house frontage is orientated to Portree Drive 
whilst its side gable, side walls and rear garden face onto Arran Close

SUMMARY 

Main issues: 
 The principle of the development
 The impact upon the character and appearance of the application property
 The impact upon neighbouring residential amenity

RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE subject to conditions



The plot is set in from the kerb on Arran Close elevation with a fence line set within a 
generous grass verge ranging in distance from 3.7m to 5.1m from the  edge of verge/highway 
to  the fence line

The residential area is an extensive 1980's built estate  with Portree Drive being a major route 
from Selkirk Drive with numerous cul de sacs..

DETAILS OF PROPOSAL

This is a retrospective application for the retention of an outbuilding installed to the rear 
garden and comprising a shed/covered gazebo structure and deck to the rear garden of the 
dwelling.  The mono-pitched -roof structure is sited adjacent to the rear side boundary with 
Portree Close and runs for the length of the side boundary.

The structure is 9.4m long along the boundary, 3.18m wide and 2.4m tall on the Arran Close 
facing elevation, rising to 2.67m tall at this highest point. The majority of the building is a 3 
sided covered decking area/gazebo, whilst a fully enclosed shed measuring 3.475m x 2.571m 
also forms part of the structure. 

An application for works to the fence (increased height) on the Portree Close elevation 
(20/0921c) is considered separately on this agenda

RELEVANT HISTORY

26430/3 Extension over garage to front of house and other alterations - Permission granted 
18/10/1994. Implemented

20/0921c Proposal to increase the height of the brick pillars and install new feather edge 
timber fencing between the brick pillars along the right side garden wall - to be determined on 
the same Agenda as this current application

POLICIES

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy
SD 1 Sustainable Development in Cheshire East
SD 2 Sustainable Development Principles
SE 1 Design
SE 2 Efficient Use of Land

Congleton Borough Local Plan 
GR6 – Amenity and Health

Holmes Chapel Neighbourhood Plan - made on 9th March 2017
CE5 - Character and Design



Other Material Considerations

National Planning Policy Framework 

CONSULTATIONS (External to Planning)

Jodrell Bank: No comments received

National Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

CONSULTATIONS: 

Holmes Chapel Parish Council: No objection

OTHER REPRESENTATIONS

Neighbour notification letters were sent to adjoining occupants and a site notice posted. 

Neighbour comments have been received from 4 separate addressed raising objection to the 
proposal on the grounds of the following reasons:
- Loss of residential amenity
- Dominates view from my property
- Design looks like a shipping container and  is out of scale in residential area
- Increased noise late at night from the use of the “spa” for social purposes
- The deeds say a garden hut should not be visible from the road
- Industrial type appearance out of keeping

OFFICER APPRAISAL

Principle of Development

The principle of development within the settlement boundary is accepted provided that it 
accords with CELPS Policies SD1, SD2 and SE1 and Congleton Local Plan Policies GR6 and 
GR9. These policies seek to ensure, amongst other things, that proposals are not detrimental 
to neighbouring residential amenity and are appropriate in design and highway terms.  

The policies of the Made Holmes Chapel Neighbourhood Plan also form part of the 
Development Plan and it is necessary to consider whether the development complies with 
Policy CE5 of the HCNP. This identifies that developments should comply with CEC design 
guidance and that design should be 'sympathetic to the character and local distinctiveness of 
the surrounding area'.



Design & Character of the Area

Policy SD2 states that all development will be expected to contribute positively an area's 
character and identity, creating or reinforcing local distinctiveness in terms of;
- Height, scale, form and grouping
- Choice of materials
- External design features
- Massing of the development (the balance between built form and green/public spaces)
- Green infrastructure; and 
- Relationship to neighbouring properties, street scene and the wider neighbourhood

Policy CE5 of the HCNP seek to ensure that new buildings are in keeping with their 
surroundings and safeguard the amenity of a street scene.

This assessment therefore needs to address the impact of this development upon the public 
realm.  The views from within private realm are not protected in planning terms; the impact on 
the amenity of occupiers adjoining residential property is considered separately below.  
The application is assessed on its own individual merits, but it also must be recognised that 
the fencing has been increased in height to screen the outbuilding.

This application was submitted very soon after the Planning Enforcement Officer visited this 
site, when the development was still in progress.  The Applicant has continued to the 
completion of the outbuilding/covered deck structure and the works to increase the height of 
the side boundary fence (application 20/0921c refers) sited immediately adjacent to the 
development to which this application seeks to retain.  

These works included painting and cladding of the outbuilding/covered deck structure and 
some landscaping/bamboo and trellis screen which has been attached to the end elevation of 
the structure. This has softened and domesticated the appearance of the outbuilding as 
viewed from the street when it is looked at from Arran Close. 

This, when considered in conjunction with the retention of height of the boundary wall/insert 
timber board fencing (application 20/0921c refers), results in a development that is not 
detrimental to character and appearance of the area. A condition is recommended to ensure 
that for the duration that the outbuilding is in situ, that screening as detailed in application 
20/0921c is retained.

The garden is sizeable and there remains adequate outdoor garden area laid to grass to not 
adversely affect the ratio of garden area to areas of built from within this plot. On this basis, 
the site remains residential in character. 

Overall, subject to the retention of the screen fence at the increased height of that fence 
(which is considered under 20/0921c) it is considered that this proposal is in keeping with the 
character and appearance of the area.  The proposed development would comply with Policy 
SE1, SD1 & SD2 of the CELPS and CE5 of the HCNP.



 Impact on Residential Amenity

Saved Policy GR6 of the Congleton Local Plan advises that development proposals should 
not have an unduly detrimental effect on neighbouring amenity through loss of privacy, loss of 
sunlight/daylight, visual intrusion, noise and disturbance and traffic generation.

The outbuilding structure, whilst a large structure is sited adjacent to the driveway of no 2 
Arran Close and is not considered materially impact upon the amenity of  those immediate 
neighbours. 

Neighbours have commented about noise and disturbance associated with the outdoor 
covered decking area, however, the outdoor covered deck is enclosed on all sides except the 
garden elevation and it is not uncommon for residential occupiers to have a variety of 
structures within their private garden for their own enjoyment and the proposal does not 
comprise any change of use of the land. The proposal is for the domestic enjoyment of the 
applicant and is understood to provide a cover for a hot tub. Given the detailed design of the 
covered gazebo it is not considered that any residential noise associated would be 
detrimental to the amenity of neighbours.

In addition, such matters related to excessive noise associated with garden parties or the 
activities of private residents within private property are controlled under Environmental 
Health Legislation concerning environmental noise or anti social behaviour.

In planning terms a hot tub would be incidental to the enjoyment of the dwelling and such a 
facility could be protected from the weather by a portable awning. The detailed design of the 
covered decking area, by virtue of the closed walls and flat roof would, in any event, screen 
out noise audible at the boundary.

It is considered that there will be no material impact upon the amenity of neighbouring 
residents in planning terms. Noisy parties, as alleged in neighbour representations would be 
controlled under separate legislation.

Overall, the proposal is considered to comply with Policy G6 of the Congleton Local Plan

Conclusions 

The proposed development, subject to the condition suggested below, it is considered to be 
of an acceptable siting and design and would not unduly affect the character of the area or 
the residential amenity of the surrounding dwellings. As such the development is considered 
to comply with the relevant Local Plan Policies, the NPPF and is recommended for approval. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

APPROVE subject to the following conditions

1. Approved Plans
2. Within 28 days , a scheme to provide screening for the outbuilding hereby approved 

shall be provided  to the Arran Close elevation. The screening as approved shall be 



completed within 2 months and  thereafter be retained for as long as the building the 
subject of this permission is in situ.

In order to give proper effect to the Southern Planning Committee`s intent and without changing 
the substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head of Planning in consultation with 
the Chair (or in their absence the Vice Chair) to correct any technical slip or omission in the 
resolution, before issue of the decision notice.




